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ABOUT ME

 and after eight
years of

performing in the
West End, UK and

the world over,
knew it was time
to venture into a

new form of
entertainment. 

STATISTICS
INSTAGRAMM74K

  started her
professional career
in Musical Theatre

Scarlette Douglas 

25K X

https://www.instagram.com/missscardoug/
https://twitter.com/scardoug


She landed her first

presenting job in 2015

for Channel 4’s longest

running daytime

programme, ‘A Place in

the Sun’ and from there

went from strength to

strength. Alongside

this, Scarlette

presented her own

prime time travel show,

also on Channel 4

entitled, ‘Holiday

Secrets… is Last Minute

Best?’ She has reported

for BBC One’s ‘Points of

View’ and ‘The One

Show’, co-hosted on

‘The Jeremy Vine Show’,

fronted entertainment

hits on ‘Good Morning

Britain’ and ‘Lorraine’,

featured on numerous

celebrity led Channel 5

programmes, hosted

various live events and

has been a radio host

for Heart FM.



In July 2020, she landed

her own, brand new,

prime time property

show for HGVT UK

titled, ‘My Dream

Derelict Home in the

Sun’ and in the same

year fronted Channel

4’s Black to Front

episode of ‘Love it or

List it’ with her brother

Stuart. Along with him

and property guru

George Clarke, Scarlette

was part of a brand

new, competitive

property format

entitled, ‘Flipping Fast’

also for Channel 4, a

station that has quickly

become home. 



In 2022, Scarlette was hand-picked to take part in ‘I’m a Celebrity, Get Me

Out of Here’ where she won over the heart of the nation, went on to make

history by being the first female celebrity to take part in Soccer Aid for

UNICEF 2023 and along with her bother Stuart, has taken the UK TV property

world by storm. Together they have developed and fronted their own shows

for Channel 4; ‘Worst House on the Street’ and ‘Can’t Sell Must Sell’; have

their own property  podcast and are invited regularly to talk at property

events, shows and exhibitions.



Thanks to all of this and more, Scarlette is fast becoming one of the

most trusted property experts in television, as well as a staple name in

entertainment in the UK and is not only keen to continue working in

front of camera, but has also set up a production company to develop

ideas behind it.




